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Knowledge discovery in science and engineering has been driven by theory, experiments and 

more recently by large-scale simulations using high-performance computers. Modern experiments 

and simulations involving satellites, telescopes, high-throughput instruments, imaging devices, 

sensor networks, accelerators, and supercomputers yield massive amounts of data. At the same 

time, the world of business, traditional and online, as well as social communities are creating 

massive amounts of data at an astonishing pace. Thus high-performance data analytics and 

mining has become essential for knowledge discovery in science and engineering, as well as a 

business intelligence mechanism for operational success and sustainable competitive advantage in 

business. 

 

In this talk, followed by an introduction to high-end data mining and the basic knowledge 

discovery paradigm, I will present research in high-end data mining along with live 

demonstrations. The approach in this talk would be application and example driven. We present 

(1) Data Mining techniques to mine massive web datasets from customer reviews for sentiment 

analysis and online recommendations; (2) Real-time stream mining of text from millions of blogs 

ad tweets to identify influencers and sentiments of people; (3) Predictive modeling using medical 

history data and data using devices for early breast cancer detection, survivability analysis and 

others; (4) Mining of traffic sensor data to predict patters and find associations; and (5) Other 

examples including mining in climate prediction, identification of protein interaction using text 

mining, mining of simulation data for identifying clusters in cosmological simulations.  
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